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Abstract
This paper examines the differences when approaching an evaluation problem from a program verses systems
perspective. The terms program, systems, systems thinking, and systems concepts are first defined. Then,
using an actual evaluation of a cardiac care system, it is shown how initial investments in a program theory
approach were deemed inadequate at accounting for the influence of external factors on the patient outcomes.
It was decided that a systems thinking approach was more appropriate for evaluating the interactions between
several agencies comprising the cardiac care system. It is then shown how System Evaluation Theory (SET)
was used to systematically apply different systems concepts to define and evaluate the cardia care system.
The discussion compares and contrasts the program and system evaluation approaches noting the conditions
under which each is most appropriate. It concludes by noting scope and cost differences between the two
approaches.
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Comparing and contrasting a program versus system approach to evaluation: the example of a cardiac care
system
Systems thinking as a way to improve evaluations continues to garner much attention in the evaluation
literature (AEA, 2018; Hummelbrunner, 2011; Renger, 2015; Renger, Foltysova, Renger, & Booze, 2017;
Williams & Britt, 2014; Williams & Hummelbrunner, 2011). The AEA Systems in Evaluation Topical
Interest Group defines systems thinking as “… a way of thinking based on core systems concepts”. (AEA,
2018, p.6). System concepts, in turn, “…are those that have come to define the systems field…” (AEA, 2018,
p.6). Examples of system concepts used in evaluations include but are not limited to, boundaries, elements,
perspectives, feedback loops, cascading failures, surges, reworks (waste), reflex arcs, and so forth (Renger,
2016; Renger, Foltysova, Ienuso, Renger, & Booze, 2017; Renger, Keogh, Hawkins, Foltysova, &
Souvannasacd, 2018; Ulrich, 2002).
Our review of the evaluation literature suggests systems concepts are being applied to evaluate two related,
but distinct, evaluands: programs and systems. The failure to delineate between these two evaluands has
created significant confusion in the evaluation community (Renger, Wood, Williamson, & Krapp, 2011).
Therefore, for our discussion purposes we define a program as a:
“…single, specific purpose/activity/intervention and is ancillary to the main function of the
organization. Typically, the longevity and funding of a program are subject to internal and external
factors (Pima County Health Department, 2018).”
Further, we adopt the AEA (2018) definition of a system as:
“…a set of interrelated elements that interact to achieve an inherent of ascribed purpose
(Ackoff, 1971; Meadows & Wright, 2008)” (p.6.).
Using these definitions, it is reasonable to extrapolate that a program has narrower boundaries than a system,
and multiple programs operating together can constitute elements of a system (Renger, Atkinson, Renger,
Foltysova, & Hart, 2019). Further, a program is assumed to have a finite duration, where as a system is
enduring. While the concepts are distinct, they are intertwined: programs represent deliberate interventions
into existing systems. Any systems evaluation that leads to change will involve one or more intervention. The
difference for evaluation is whether the orientation of the evaluator is first and foremost to understanding the
value of an intervention, or the value (or efficiency and effectiveness) of a given system. A systems evaluation
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would often provide the rationale by which to select an intervention that may be appropriate to right any
current deficiencies in a current system. In this way a systems evaluation can operate like a needs analysis. It’s
orientation is to identify what is needed in this particular system at this particular point in time. This is
different to mainstream program evaluation which will often seek to warrant the enduring value of an
intervention. As we discuss below – the treatment of ‘context’ is key. The relative emphasis on the context for
an intervention as as something to be controlled or something to be embraced often serves to separate
approaches to evaluation, including program and systems evaluation.
It is the authors’ collective experience, based on workshop participant feedback, student feedback, and
participation in numerous international evaluation panels, that many evaluators struggle to concretely
understand the difference between applying systems thinking and systems concepts to evaluating programs
versus systems (GIZ, 2011). The authors receive numerous requests for case examples to illustrate how an
evaluation would differ if approached from a program versus a systems perspective. The purpose of this
paper is to meet this need by using a cardiac arrest intervention evaluation case study. We begin with an
overview of the cardiac arrest intervention case study. We then describe how the intervention was evaluated
using a program evaluation approach. We conclude by demonstrating how the scope and questions shifted
when evaluating the intervention using a systems approach.
Background to the Case Study
“Sudden cardiac arrest [SCA] is a condition where the heart suddenly and unexpectedly stops beating.” (NIH,
2019). When the heart stops beating, blood stops flowing. Cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) is critical to
keep the brain oxygenated when the heart stops beating (Bohm, Rosenqvist, Herlitz, Hollenberg, & Svensson,
2007).
Bystanders and/or emergency medical professionals who are able to deliver high quality CPR are a key factor
in determining whether someone survives a SCA (Guzy, Pearce, & Greenfield, 1983). However, delivering
high quality CPR is exhausting and difficult to sustain (Meaney et al., 2013). Therefore, to ensure high
quality compressions are sustained, first responders will often take turns providing CPR. However, the
research shows even small pauses that occur when alternating to provide CPR can decrease the likelihood of
good patient outcomes (Sutton et al., 2009).
The difficulty associated with providing high quality CPR is exacerbated in a rural emergency response. In
rural areas, transport times from the scene to the nearest hospital often exceed 30 minutes, making it almost
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impossible to sustain high quality CPR. Further complicating the problem is that rural ambulance services are
often understaffed. Thus, often there are not enough EMTs available on a response call to alternate CPR.
In response to this problem, The Leona M. & Harry B. Charitable Trust invested several million dollars in
providing rural EMS agencies, critical access hospitals (CAHs) (small rural hospitals with less than 25 beds),
and tertiary care facilities across seven Midwest and Mountain-west states with the LUCAS™2 1 (Helmsley,
2019). The LUCAS™2 is a battery-operated mechanical CPR device that provides high quality chest
compressions for several hours. The funder approached the lead author asking for assistance in evaluating the
extent to which the LUCAS™2 device led to better patient outcomes, defined as improved survival rates and
neurological outcomes (Sandroni & Geocadin, 2016).

Program Evaluation Approach
We (our evaluation team) reasoned the evaluation of the LUCAS™2 intervention required both a program
improvement (i.e., process) and merit and worth (i.e., outcome) evaluation focus (Mark, Henry, & Julnes,
2000). The process evaluation focused on a) whether the LUCAS™2 training was delivered with fidelity, and
b) whether the LUCAS™2 was being properly deployed in the field.
With respect to the first process objective, an evaluation team member attended all LUCAS™2 trainings and
monitored the extent to which the training was standardized across different trainers. One recommendation
arising from the process evaluation was to revisit the train-the-trainer model seeing as the training quality
deteriorated as it was passed on from trainer to trainer. A second recommendation was to create a detailed
LUCAS™2 training manual to improve training standardization (Physio-control, 2016).
With respect to the second process objective, we collected data on LUCAS™2 deployments using a call
center. EMS services were required to contact our call center after each LUCAS™2 deployment. An
important finding arising from this process evaluation objective was that the stabilization strap, essential to
prevent device migration producing unintended organ damage, was not consistently being secured. The
process evaluation revealed that under periods of high stress, as is the case in a time urgent SCA event, some
EMTs were forgetting to use the stabilization strap. The trainings were then modified to better simulate stress
by adding a timed component.

1

The LUCAS™2 is a trademark
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To evaluate impact, we opted to use a theory driven evaluation (TDE) approach (Chen, 1990; Donaldson,
2003; 2007). The use of program theory allows evaluators to identify the relevant immediate, intermediate,
and long-term outcomes needing to be evaluated (Renger & Titcomb, 2002). It also allows verification as to
whether proposed activities are appropriately targeted to produce the intended change. Finally, program
theory allows evaluators to examine whether the measurement tools to capture that change are appropriate
(Renger & Titcomb, 2002).
The theory underpinning the LUCAS™2 intervention was relatively straightforward and grounded in
replicable and valid research (Eisenberg, 2013). The logic model in Table 1 summarizes the key intervention
elements. The program theory underlying the LUCAS™2 states that if high quality CPR is provided until the
patient reaches definitive care, then there is an increased likelihood of survival and better patient outcomes.
The impact evaluation was focused on answering whether deploying the LUCAS™2 resulted in better patient
outcomes. Two primary outcomes were evaluated; patient survival rates and patient neurological outcomes.
We employed a mixed methods approach for the impact evaluation by cross-referencing the EMT’s self-report
with the hospital database.
The impact evaluation results revealed there were many SCAs where the LUCAS™2 was deployed, but the
patient did not survive. We learned through our call center and focus group interviews that there were many
factors, not included in our program theory, that influenced the final patient outcomes. For example, it was
learned that in some SCA cases the LUCAS™2 was deployed on a patient who was dead on arrival. The
EMTs deployed the LUCAS to comfort family members by knowing something was done to help their loved
ones. We also learned in some cases the emergency (911) dispatcher did not indicate the emergency was a
SCA, thus the responding EMS unit did not have the LUCAS™2 device. In other instances, the LUCAS™2
was deployed, but did not operate as long as needed because the battery had not been fully charged.
All these examples pointed to several external elements and agencies involved in determining whether a
patient survived a SCA. That is, the LUCAS™2 wasn’t solely responsible for a poor patient outcome, nor
could it be assigned all the credit when a patient survived.

Rationale Behind the Need for a Different Approach
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Many prominent evaluators recognize the importance of accounting for contextual factors beyond the logic
model boundaries that impact program success (Chen, 2014; Donaldson, 2007; Pawson, 2013). Astbury &
Hawkins (2019) note, the ways in which evaluators account for context varies as a function of their theoretical
orientation. The experimentalist approach to evaluation follows the rationalist position in philosophy and
science (Verheij, 2005) and sees context as an unwelcome intruder on experiments designed to reveal some
underlying truth about the nature an initiative or action. Here, context is something to be controlled
experimentally or partialed out statistically to allow the true ‘platonic essence’ of an intervention to be
revealed – an approach found to be useful in some, but not all attempts at generating knowledge in complex
systems (Hawkins, 2016).
The realist approach sees context as a co-conspirator or accessory that is an integral part of the causal process.
On the realist account it is the latent, dormant, hidden or abstract causal mechanisms that do the work, not the
interventions we observe in the world (Pawson and Tilley, 1997). These causal mechanisms are inferred to
arise from the relations among components of structures that make up the world. They exist apart from any
intervention that may leverage them (Collier, 1994). Context on this account is something to be harnessed and
must be explained, understood and incorporated in any attempt to ensure an initiative or action has an effect.
The systems approach is more enamored with context than either the cold experimental intervention or the
affectionate realist mechanism. To a systems evaluator context is the starting point (Renger, 2015). It is the
main thing that needs to be understood prior to considering the value of any intervention. Here there is often
little use for the search for stable and cause and effect relations – the focus is on real time data collection and
decision making to improve the efficiency of the system, and sometimes to change it in fundamental ways.
Using a more pragmatic approach, Rogers (2008) suggests adding causal strands as way of capturing
contextual factors influencing program success. In essence, the impact of each contextual factor is accounted
for by adding another logic model. Our concern with using this approach was it did not align with the
fundamental characteristics of the cardiac care system. Many agencies and elements (e.g., LUCAS™2) must
work together in a coordinated, connected way to improve patient outcomes. Logic models, no matter how
many layers, are not designed to capture this connectivity and are often preferred by evaluators because it is
human nature to avoid complexity (Hummelbrunner, 2011).
Alternatively, Williams & Hummelbrunner (2010) published a compilation of systems thinking methods (e.g.,
social network analysis, causal loops, outcome mapping, etc.) that evaluators might add to their toolkit to
augment a program evaluation. Williams & Hummelbrunner (2010) suggest many of these research methods
might be useful in the program evaluation context.
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After reviewing numerous approaches, we decided a systems theory approach best suited the cardiac care
system characteristics; the key that best fit the lock (Williams, 2010). In the author’s judgment, the other
approaches were either a) an attempt to adapt methods with which an evaluator was familiar and/or most
comfortable, or b) to compensate for a less than ideal methodology.
System Evaluation Approach
We chose system evaluation theory (SET) because it is an evaluation theory that incorporates systems
concepts and guides evaluators when and how to use them (Renger, 2015). Further, to the authors’ knowledge
at the time of the evaluation there was no other theory specifically designed to evaluate a system as the
evaluand.
SET consists of three steps: define the system, evaluate system efficiency, and evaluate effectiveness. Step 1
incorporates various system actor perspectives to define the boundaries, elements, and interrelationships
(Renger et al., 2017). Defining a system is a critical first step because it is necessary to understand what a
system looks like and how it is supposed to operate before it can be evaluated.
The system structure and functioning form the standard of acceptability against which the evaluation can
occur (Green, Kreuter, Deeds, Partridge & Bartlett, 1980). SET’s process for defining the system can be
likened to that of building an interlocking jigsaw puzzle. You begin by first building the border (i.e.,
boundary), then fill in the pieces (elements) to solve how they interlock (i.e., interrelationships).
We used the perspectives of state emergency response leaders to define the cardiac care system boundaries.
State leadership was deliberately involved because the research repeatedly shows the need for buy-in at the
highest level for both system and evaluation success (Mohan, 2014). We began by first asking leaders to
define the goal of the cardiac care system. The agreed upon ascribed goal was “getting the patient to
definitive care in the shortest time possible”.
State leadership was then asked to identify cardiac care system elements (e.g., agencies, technology,
individuals) that share this goal. As shown in figure 1, five key agencies were defined: Dispatch (law
enforcement), the volunteer EMS first responding to the scene, the EMS service with advanced medical care
capabilities (i.e., a paramedic) who then assists in SCA cases, the critical access hospital and the definitive
care facility (i.e., heart hospital). Figure 1 also shows two elements that fell outside the cardiac care system
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boundaries. This is done purposively so the reader can better visualize the boundary concept. For the
upstream boundary, leadership reasoned that while CPR capable bystanders are a key factor impacting patient
survival rates, this subsystem preceded the emergency response. With respect to the downstream boundary,
the response ended with the patient being treated at a definitive care facility. Rehabilitation and long-term
care system elements were considered important for improving a patient’s quality of life post-response.
To complete the process of defining the system, we asked state leaders to identify individuals in each
subsystem with substantive expertise about the system operations. These operations experts included
dispatchers, EMTs, and medical professionals at the CAH and definitive care facility. We then engaged these
subject matter experts in a process flow mapping exercise to detail their standard operating procedures (SOPs)
(Renger, McPherson, Kontz-Bartels, & Becker, 2016). A sample SOP is shown in figure 2.
With the system defined, we proceeded with Step 2 of SET; evaluating system efficiency (SET Step 2). We
did this by planning, conducting, and evaluating a simulated SCA event (HSEEP, 2013; Manghani, 2011).
The simulation exercise mimics an actual event in that people and resources are deployed. The evaluator
controls the script, that is how the exercise unfolds. This level control provides the evaluator the opportunity
to a) slow down play to better observe or provide players additional opportunities to learn, and/or b) speed up
play to observe the impact of system stress. After the simulation exercise we noted where the SOPs were not
executed with fidelity. We then systematically applied several systems concepts, including feedback loops,
cascading failures, reflex arcs, and system wastes to better understand why the SOP deviation occurred and
potential corrective actions to improve efficiencies.
For example, the system concept of waste directed us to inspect whether any SOP steps were being repeated,
or reworked (Renger et al. 2018). Doing this we found that EMTs and the hospital staff were both calling the
same volunteer list of health professionals who could assist with medical transport. In addition to wasting
time, it was creating confusion among those being called. To resolve this unnecessary redundancy, we
brought both parties together in a table top exercise (HSEEP, 2013). The table top exercise uses a discussionbased format to simultaneously engage multiple agencies in a low threat environment. Both agencies were
presented with an evolving cardiac event scenario. At each scenario step agency representatives discussed
whether their SOP was able to meet the evolving challenges. As a result, both parties were able to appreciate
where their processes overlapped and through discussion resolved the rework issue. The resolution was then
reflected in each agency’s modified SOP.
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We then used the system concept of the reflex arc, a way to improve efficiency by bypassing higher order
functions, to further explore where additional SOP inefficiencies might exist. In practical terms, the reflex arc
guided us to look at where SOPs engaged higher organizational levels when the issue could be dealt with
more directly at the local level. For example, the evaluation found important communication was being
delayed and decayed because two different dispatching agencies were being used to patch communications
between the responding and intercepting ambulance (Renger, Harness, Souvannasacd, & Granillo, 2018). The
solution was to change the SOPs such that the drivers of the respective ambulances could communicate
directly with each other through a dedicated, statewide emergency network.
Feedback loops were another system concept we used to evaluate SOP efficiency. Feedback loops are
essential to the evaluating system interconnectedness (Renger, 2016; Rogers, 2008; Williams &
Hummelbrunner, 2010). We found several instances where the system response depended on communication
and/or information technology feedback loops. When a feedback loop was identified it was evaluated using
six criteria. First, we evaluated whether the loop was being closed, that is we ensured information was
delivered to it intended target. Once we confirmed the feedback loop was closed, we evaluated the feedback
quality using five criteria: specificity, timeliness, sufficiently frequent, credible, and relevant (DPMAP, 2016;
Renger, 2016). Not all criteria are germane to every feedback loop. By applying these criteria, we found the
feedback loop between dispatchers and EMTs suffered from a lack of specificity. The chief complaint from
EMTs was that dispatchers, who are law enforcement trained, provided inadequate details about a patient’s
condition. In response to this feedback specificity issue, dispatchers are now receiving training regarding how
to better triage the call to solicit more meaningful information needed downstream. In evaluating another
feedback loop, we learned EMTs were not providing regular 5-minute updates, as per their SOPs, to the
receiving health facility. This was an example of information not being provided with sufficient frequency to
enable the receiving hospital to appropriately prepare for the incoming patient. This problem was corrected
through additional, targeted EMT training.
Finally, we examined SOP deviations through the systems concept lens of cascading failures. This systems
concept helped us understand that because system elements are interconnected, we may need to look upstream
from an observed problem to establish its cause. For example, during one of the simulated exercises we
learned the definitive care facility was not beginning preparation for the incoming patient (Granillo, Renger,
McPherson, Dalbey, & Foltysova, 2014). We then followed the SOPs upstream and learned the definitive
care facility was waiting to be contacted by the CAH, who in turn were waiting on the EMS to send an EKG.
The EMS hadn’t sent the EKG because they didn’t have a wifi/data connection. As a result, there was a timedelaying cascading, or domino, effect through the system. The corrective action was to map areas of
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connectivity in rural areas and change the SOP such that EMS personnel proceed to the known areas of
connectivity as soon as possible to transmit their vital patient data (Harness et al. 2019).
SET Step 3 is to evaluate system effectiveness. SET seeks to evaluate efficiency before effectiveness – an
order that may appear backwards in a program evaluation. Why would we seek to make something more
efficient if we are unsure of its effectiveness? The reasoning lies in the different nature of the evaluands. A
system is pre-existing and generally complex and adaptive, including uncertain interdependencies. We
encounter systems we don’t impose them. Secondly, any systems evaluation has been bounded somewhat
artificially for the purposes of evaluation. The effectiveness of the system will in large part be a product of
how we have defined the system (e.g. should we have included food labelling and taxation as part of the
cardiac care system?) Approaches focused on effectiveness may not generate accurate or useful information as
a result of defined system boundaries or a lack of knowledge of the complexity of the system. A systems
evaluation may more usefully determine how well the parts of what has been defined work together to some
outcome of interest. To the systems evaluation a changing problem condition is the outcome – there is no
pressing need for attribution to any given intervention or component of the system. A program evaluation on
the other hand is seeking to warrant the effectiveness of an intervention that has been imposed on a system. It
would be unethical and illogical to implement a highly efficient yet ineffective intervention. Systems thinking
concepts of wholeness and interconnectedness are central to evaluate system effectiveness.
Discussion
When selecting an evaluation approach, it is important to remember the key must fit the lock (Williams,
2010). In some cases, where the theory is straightforward, a program logic model is appropriate, and
evaluators shouldn’t overengineer and/or complicate evaluations by applying systems thinking to a linear
problem. On the other hand, if an evaluator wants to understand a constellation of interconnecting factors
influencing an outcome, then a systems approach, like SET, will likely be better suited to provide meaningful
information to help decision makers improve system efficiency and effectiveness (Astbury & Hawkins, 2019).
Applying systems concepts proved very useful in understanding where to examine system SOPs for
interconnected efficiencies. There is a growing body of research devoted to the study of each of the
aforementioned system concepts. SETs unique contribution is how it guides evaluators to systematically use
system concepts to ensure system efficiency is evaluated from multiple perspectives. Interconnectedness is
inherent in the system concepts of feedback loops, reflex arcs, and cascading failures. However, each system
concept addresses a different connectedness aspect. It is necessary to apply all these systems concepts to
conduct a comprehensive evaluation that produces the best possible system improvement recommendations.
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As the case example illustrates, the process/efficiency evaluation of a program versus a system are very
different. SET guides the evaluator in considering the processes within and between system elements.
Program evaluation process evaluations are focused on answering whether the intervention is being delivered
with fidelity. Evaluation questions about how a program’s protocol may interface with other protocols fall
outside of this evaluation scope.
With respect to evaluating impact/effectiveness there is no discernable difference between program and
system evaluation outcomes. This is because SET views the attempt to partition or attribute success
differentially to parts of the system as meaningless. System elements are interconnected, working together
holistically and synergistically. Thus, success is measured at a system, not sub-system, level. Where SET
differs is being able to better account for an array of efficiency related system elements that can influence
effectiveness. Thus, in this case example, better patient SCA outcomes were made possible because of a more
comprehensive evaluation of how system elements work together to produce the outcome.
Moving from a program evaluation to systems evaluation approach increases the evaluation scope and cost.
The ability of the evaluator to embrace a better suited approach will be funding dependent. We were grateful
that our funder was flexible in allowing us to change to a better suited evaluation approach. We were also
appreciative that the funder was able and willing to provide the funding necessary to complete the systems
evaluation. Other evaluators considering a systems evaluation would benefit from first defining the system so
the scope and cost can be established before proceeding with the evaluation itself.
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Table 1: LUCAS™2 logic model
Intervention
Assumptions
Delivering
high quality
CPR will
improve
patient
survival rates

Intervention

Inputs

Outputs

LUCAS™2

Training
Manuals

# trained
# deployed

Outcomes
Increased blood flow
Improved neurological
functioning.
Increased survival rates.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1: Emergency response boundaries and subsystems.
Figure 2: Sample SOP
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